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Executive Summary

Interdigitated Back Contact (IBC) solar cells achieve higher efficiency by eliminating

shading losses from front grid metallisation and offers minimal ohmic losses with wide

rear metal fingers. The limitations of IBC solar cells arise from poor cost-performance

ratio and complex fabrication process, which necessitates multiple wet chemical

processes and complex alignment patterning procedures. The objective of this project

at the Australian National University (ANU) is to simplify the cell fabrication process

with shadow masks whilst developing a high-efficiency IBC cell utilising polysilicon and

dopant free carrier selective contacts. Such development will establish a baseline

fabrication process of such devices at the ANU, which can be built upon by future

research. This will also improve the prospects of commercialisation for silicon IBC solar

cells.
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Project Overview

Project Summary

This project is a collaboration between the ANU, University of Melbourne, and Jinko

Solar with the aim to develop a heterocontact-polysilicon hybrid IBC solar cell. IBC solar

cells are capable of achieving higher efficiency with the front surface free from front

grid metallisation, but fabrication of such devices is usually complicated and requires

tight pattern alignment. This project intends to simplify the fabrication process by

utilising shadow masks and achieve high efficiency using two distinctive technological

advancements: polysilicon passivated contacts and dopant free carrier selective

contacts.

The polysilicon passivated contact structure, which generally consists of a thin silicon

oxide stack with a heavily doped polysilicon layer, provides excellent surface

passivation while allowing carrier transport between the polysilicon layer and the

silicon bulk.

Dopant free carrier selective contacts such as molybdenum oxide (MoOx), titanium

dioxide (TiO2) and zinc oxide (ZnO), deposited at low temperatures with a shadow mask,

simplify the cell fabrication process by reducing the thermal budget of conventional

high-temperature dopant diffusion and complex masking steps.

Outcomes

To date, the key findings, observations and outcomes of the project are as follows:

● A tunnel junction fabricated with phosphorus-doped poly-Si (nPolySi) with a MoOx

stack achieved excellent passivation with recombination current density (J0) of 3

fA/cm2 and contact resistivity of 22 mΩ.cm2. The tunnel junction will serve to

simplify the cell fabrication process at a later stage of the project.

● Device simulation performed on the heterocontact-polysilicon hybrid IBC cell (shown

in Figure 1) is capable of achieving an efficiency of 24% with open circuit voltage

(VOC) and short circuit current (JSC) of 710 mV and 41.9 mA/cm2, respectively.
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● Shadow masks of metal fingers and busbar were aligned visually to the cell for

thermal evaporation. The resolution of evaporated metal features observed under

the microscope is well defined and the alignment is within the acceptable tolerance

for cell fabrication.

Figure 1: Diagram of simulated polysilicon-heterocontact IBC solar cell

Lessons Learned

● Resourcing and managing the project during the COVID-19 lockdown and

ever-changing restrictions has resulted in unexpected delays regarding quotations,

shipment of materials, and recruitment of staff members. The project team has

displayed extraordinary resourcefulness and flexibility regarding these disruptions.

● The implementation of a heavy phosphorus gettering layer during the cell

fabrication process is able to maintain the bulk lifetime by gettering metal

impurities within the silicon bulk.

● Front and rear magnets were attached between the shadow mask and silicon solar

cell to reduce the bowing of the shadow mask during thermal metal evaporation.

This improved the resolution of the evaporated metal and MoOx features.

Ancillary Benefit

This project has supported multiple researchers within the Department of Engineering

and established a baseline fabrication process of such devices for future research at

the ANU.
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Conclusion

The goal will be to demonstrate a heterocontact-polysilicon IBC solar cell with an

efficiency of ≥24% and establish a simplified IBC cell fabrication process that is

transferable to the industry. This will increase the commercialisation prospects of IBC

solar cells, which have the potential to reduce the cost of electricity globally.

Contact for further information

Dr. Teng Choon Kho

The Australian National University

Teng.Kho@anu.edu.au
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